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Extradition treaty with United States signed at Lausanne, Aug. 6, 1923, ratified by United States and Turkey, 935–939
Insull, Samuel, extradition, 576–579
Strait questions. See Convention relating to the Regime of the Straits, supra, and U. S. rights, infra.
Trade relations with United States, question of improvement:
Armament program of Turkish Government, relation to trade situation, 955
Discrimination against American trade, evidences of, 956–958; Turkish assurances as to non-intention of discrimination, 959
General situation, reports and observations of U. S. Ambassador, 940–947, 959–960; views of Department of State, 948–949

Turkey—Continued
Trade relations, etc.—Continued
Industrialization plan of Turkish Government, opportunities for American contracting firms, 949–951, 953–956, 958–959
New treaty to strengthen U. S. position, possibility of, views of U. S. Ambassador, 942–943, 949, 951–953
U. S. rights in navigation of the Straits, U. S. consideration of a possible agreement with Turkey regarding, 974, 981, 983–985
U. S. citizens: Ethiopia, illegal detention of Dr. Reuben S. Young, U. S. representations, 775–780; Italy, conditions indicating voluntary acceptance of Italian nationality conferred upon naturalized American citizens under Italian law, 608–612; Yugoslavia, right of American citizens of Yugoslav birth to visit Yugoslavia without being liable for military service, 742–746
U. S. commercial interests (see also Liberia: Finance Corporation of America and Firestone Interests):
U. S. Congress: Resolution relative to treatment of Jews in Germany, discussion concerning, 293–294; resolution of July 2, 1921, relative to claims against Germany, cited, 494
U. S. Treasury Department, opinion on nature of U. S. tax levied on whale oil imported from Norway, 653–654, 673–674
Whale oil imported from Norway, U. S. tax on, 646, 644–649, 650–655, 671–674
Wines and liquors. See France: Turn-over tax; Spain: Agreement with United States; and under Portugal.
Young, Dr. Reuben S. (U. S. citizen), claim for illegal detention in Ethiopia, 775–780
Yugoslavia, right of American citizens of Yugoslav birth to visit Yugoslavia without being liable for military service, 742–746
Zeelandia, case cited, 156, 165–166